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INTRODUCTION
Donald G. Davis, Jr.
Boston has been a focal point for intellectual ferment and library develop-
ment since its colonial origins and especially a century or so ago. Therefore,
Boston was a particularly appropriate venue for the Sixty-Seventh Council
and General Conference of the International Federation of Library Asso-
ciations and Institutions (IFLA) that gathered there August 16-25, 2001.
Following up on an earlier suggestion by Swedish colleague Magnus
Torstensson, the IFLA's Round Table on Library History executive commit-
tee thought that a program session that focused on significant figures in
late nineteenth- early twentieth-century Boston would be of interest to in-
ternational delegates as well as to an American audience. The decision was
an excellent one.
The program that resulted bore the title "The Boston Years of Early Library
Professional Leaders" and featured three currently active and recognized
library historians. Kenneth E. Carpenter, recently retired from Harvard
University Libraries, spoke on Justin Winsor (1831-1897), who was associ-
ated with the Boston Public Library and the Harvard University Library.
Wayne A. Wiegand, University of Wisconsin-Madison, spoke on Melvil
Dewey (1851-1931), who was associated with Amherst College, the Library
Bureau, and the secretariat of the American Library Association.Jane Aikin,
National Endowment for the Humanities, spoke on Herbert Putnam (1861-
1955), who was associated with the Boston Public Library. Though sched-
uled for early on a Wednesday morning, a crowd of over a hundred listened
intently to the well-delivered papers and remained for a question and an-
swer period until the chair had to bring the session to a close because of
another program scheduled for the same room. Simultaneous translation
into the official IFLA languages brought the papers to non-native English
speakers.
The presenters in this session were well qualified to speak on their sub-
jects, each of whom were figures who played important roles in the develop-
ment of the profession and modern practice of librarianship in its formative
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period in the United States. Many have dated the real beginning of that
period to the year 1876 which witnessed the founding of the American
Library Association, the establishment of American Library Journal, and the
publication of the U.S. Bureau of Education's special report, Public Libraries
in the United States ofAmerica: Their History, Condition and Management. The
speakers were all knowledgeable about their biographical subjects, having
published books and articles on them.
Justin Winsor, quite likely the most respected scholar librarian of his day,
came to direct the Boston Public Library in 1868 at the age of thirty-seven,
following the death of Charles Coffin Jewett. He was a historian of some
note, serving as the first president of the American Historical Association.
In 1877 he crossed the Charles River to direct the library of Harvard Univer-
sity, a position he filled until his death. Kenneth Carpenter, lifetime library
historian with a particular interest in Boston and Harvard, shows how
Winsor's dealing with professional issues at the Boston Public Library af-
fected his plans for Harvard and raises some searching questions about his
intentions and his achievements.
Melvil Dewey, whose reputation has surpassed any other figure in librarian-
ship, has stimulated legends as well as scholarship. Wayne Wiegand, drawing
from his award-winning biography Irrepressible Reformer (American Library Asso-
ciation, 1996), summarizes Dewey's career but focuses on his Boston years
that began in 1876 and included some of his most adventurous schemes of
entrepreneurship in the flowering profession. Among his positions of influ-
ence was editor of the American Library Journal (soon to be simply Library
Journal), secretary of the American Library Association, founder of the Library
Bureau, and promoter of a number of reform associations, among them metrics
and spelling. His move to Columbia College in 1883 began another phase of
his career. Wiegand demonstrates the complexity of his subject and suggests
the influence of his Boston experience on the rest of his life.
Herbert Putnam, in contrast to Dewey, came to librarianship from law school
and was always a library director, first at the Minneapolis Public Library and,
finally, at the Library of Congress. Jane Aikin, drawing on her work on
Putnam's years at the Library of Congress, traces the roots of his later achieve-
ments in his relatively short tenure at the Boston Public Library, 1895-1899.
There he continued to develop his mastery of library management skills,
administrative style, strategic planning, and fund-raising abilities. Putnam's
growing national stature in the profession and his ideas for the expanding
role for the Library of Congress ultimately led to his nomination by Presi-
dent William McKinley for the position of Librarian of Congress-a posi-
tion he held for over forty years.
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Together these three figures with Boston connections symbolize the enthu-
siasm, the energy, and the foresight that characterized the fledgling profes-
sion of librarianship in the years spanning 1900. Their Boston experience
links these three with various types of libraries and themes in American
library history. IFLA delegates who came to hear the presentation of these
papers were not disappointed, as the discussion that followed amply dem-
onstrated. The appeal of serious and well-crafted biographical studies of
professional figures should not be ignored but noted with enthusiasm.
Sharing these papers with a wider audience and in more permanent form
will bring similar excitement and pleasure to others.
JUSTIN WINSOR, LIBRARIAN AND SCHOLAR
Kenneth E. Carpenter
Justin Winsor (1831-1897) is not nearly as well known to librarians of the
twenty-first century as is Herbert Putnam or, especially, Melvil Dewey. He
did not create a classification system. He did not start a major journal in
librarianship, he did not establish the first library school and, certainly,
controversy does not surround his name. Yet Justin Winsor was the first
president of the American Library Association (ALA), and he was notjust
the first president. He was chosen president again and again, up through
the conference of 1885 and then yet once again in 1897. Winsor also
headed up, in the course of his career, two of the largest libraries in
America. At the Boston Public Library (BPL), he presided over what was,
for a time, the largest library on the continent, the library that was at the
same time the most accessible in the world. It was the preeminent public
library. Then, when he left that library, he presided over the preeminent
university library in the United States, at Harvard University, the oldest
university in the United States. He was also a successful head of those two
institutions, greatly increasing the usefulness of both.
Winsor was also a prominent historian. He edited two major multi-volume
histories: The Memorial History of Boston (1880-1881) and the Narrative and
Critical History of America (1886-1889). He chaired in 1884 the meeting
that resulted in the formation of the American Historical Association, and
in 1886 he was chosen that organization's president. In the 1890s he pub-
lished other historical works that were based on his cartographical stud-
ies.
To his contemporaries, Justin Winsor was probably seen as the most im-
portant American librarian of his era. That is not, however, how we see
Winsor today. Instead, we see Winsor as an iconic figure, the preeminent
exemplar of the scholar-librarian,1 back when librarians, it is thought, not
only read books but wrote them, back during the supposed golden age of
librarianship when men (I use "men" deliberately) could equally well have
been "captains of industry," steered the destiny of libraries and were es-
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teemed (both they and their institutions) far and wide in American soci-
ety.
In this discussion I will use the example of Winsor to examine the criteria
for professional leadership, both within an institution and within librari-
anship. I will argue that it is Winsor's understanding of libraries and his
accomplishments as a librarian at the Boston Public Library, along with
his personality, that brought him to the fore of librarianship. And I will
point out the irony that what we most remember him for-his being a
"scholar-librarian"-resulted from the possibilities for creative librarian-
ship being diminished at Harvard in comparison with the Boston Public
Library.
Before looking at Winsor as a librarian, it is necessary to give some idea of
his early life. 2 He showed an early interest in the two fields in which he
would later excel. While still a student in high school, he wrote and pub-
lished a history of the town of Duxbury. When he went to Harvard, he
lived in the same boarding house as Harvard's librarian, John Langdon
Sibley, who had also written a town history. Sibley gave the young Winsor
unusual library privileges. He permitted him to enter the alcoves, which
meant, in effect, being able to go into the stacks (to use modern terminol-
ogy) when no one else could, certainly not other undergraduates. Per-
haps Sibley also shaped Winsor's interests, for it is recorded that Winsor
read Antonio Panizzi's testimony about the British Museum library in a
Parliamentary blue book. Even allowing for the fact that interest in librar-
ies was then widespread (a Nicholson Baker was not needed to get some
press for libraries), it cannot have been common for Harvard undergradu-
ates to read about libraries.
Winsor's turn to library work was not, however, a direct result of conversa-
tion, reading, and library use during his undergraduate years. To become
a librarian was not the dream of this son of a well-off Boston merchant
shipper. In fact, Winsor did not finish his education at Harvard. He left in
his senior year (his departure was not entirely voluntary) for Europe in
order to study the languages and literatures of France and Germany. Upon
returning home, he sought to have a literary career, writing essays, poetry,
and literary criticism, though without particular success, certainly without
acquiring fame. By chance, in 1866, having been suggested by a friend, he
was asked to serve on the Board of Trustees of the Boston Public Library.
He made such a positive impression that the following year, 1867, he was
appointed head of the Examining Committee. This committee was a
carryover from the tradition in libraries of having an "examining commit-
tee" that actually examined the collection annually in order to determine
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whether the books were all accounted for. But, at the Boston Public Li-
brary, the Examining Committee was expected to report on the opera-
tions of the library. Winsor produced a most unusual report. It filled 53
pages of the annual report of the Trustees so that, in length alone, it was
impressive. The report also showed an extraordinarily detailed knowledge
of the library, and at the same time it was a masterpiece of clear and logi-
cal exposition. 3
Winsor used the technique of asking a series of questions. Thus, under
"Building," he asked: What are its main defects? and What is the remedy?
Under books, he asked such questions as: Does the record of donations
show on the part of the public a sustained interest in the library? Is a due
amount of current literature purchased? Under catalogues: Are they well
devised, in good order, and well kept up? Under Administration: Is the
library conducted so as to be as useful as possible to all classes? Is the
library open as much as possible? Under Circulation: Is the circulation
satisfactory? What is the character of reading in the Bates Hall? (the non-
circulating collection) with the same question being asked of the Lower
Hall, where the circulating collection was borrowed. Can anything more
be done to guard the books from mutilation and loss? There were more
questions, but to list these alone is to show that Winsor raised the impor-
tant ones for that era. Then, in his answers, he explicitly stated the con-
cerns that the report's readers might have, he appeared to hold nothing
back, and he supported his arguments with statistics and information on
practices of both the Boston Public Library and other libraries, including
ones abroad.
The following year, 1868, Charles Coffin Jewett, the Superintendent of
the Boston Public Library, had a stroke and died. Winsor was asked to
become "superintendent," the title used for the director of the library. He
was obviously the logical choice. Not only well read in several languages,
he had also demonstrated that he understood the institution and its pur-
poses. Thus, through a series of chances, the thirty-seven year old Winsor
came to occupy what was arguably the most important position in Ameri-
can librarianship.4
That Winsor became a librarian as a second career was not unusual for
that time. Samuel Swett Green of the Worcester Public Library most closely
paralleled Winsor's path in that he too became head librarian at the age
of 34 after first becoming a trustee and the author of a report on the
library. K. August Linderfelt (age 33, Milwaukee Public Library),Josephus
N. Lamed (age 41, Buffalo), Henry M. Utley (age 49, Detroit), John Cot-
ton Dana (age 33, Denver), William H. Brett (age 38, Cleveland), and
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HenryJames Carr (age 37, Grand Rapids)-all also ALA presidents-pur-
sued other careers before becoming librarians. Ainsworth Rand Spofford
became Assistant Librarian of Congress at the age of 36 after having been
a bookseller and newspaper reporter. Henry Augustus Homes accepted a
position at the New York State Library at the age of 42.1
Contemporaries well realized that second-career librarianship was com-
mon, and there was a stereotype that such people had earlier been fail-
ures-presumably, were also failures in librarianship. Winsor himself suc-
cumbed to the stereotype: "Let me say that the day is passed when
librarianships should be filled with teachers who have failed in discipline,
or with clergymen whose only merit is that bronchitis was a demerit in
their original calling. The place wants pluck, energy, and a will to find and
make a way." Obviously, Winsor was not unusual in being a second-career
librarian, and he likewise was not unusual in being one who "found and
made a way."
There were, however, individuals whose entire working lives, or nearly so,
were spent in librarianship. William Frederick Poole, Charles Ammi Cut-
ter, William Isaac Fletcher, Herbert Putnam, William Coolidge Lane and,
of course, Melville Dewey. Frederick M. Crunden might also be counted
among that number since he became a librarian before the age of thirty.
All of these men were also president of the ALA.
Although Winsor held what may perhaps have been the most important
post in American librarianship, why should he have been ALA president
for the long span of years from 1876 to 1885? First of all, he was librarian
of a public library in 1876. (The move to Harvard was in 1877.) The im-
portance of being a public librarian can be statistically demonstrated-
even though the 1876 Report on U.S. libraries showed twice as many mem-
bership libraries as public libraries (723 as opposed to 342), and even
though the initial supporters of a meeting of librarians had not been pri-
marily public librarians. 6 The Boston Athenaeum, The New York Society
Library, the New York Mercantile Library, the Apprentices' Library of New
York, the Brooklyn Mercantile Library, the Philadelphia Library Company,
the Philadelphia Mercantile Library, the Providence Athenaeum, and the
St. Louis Mercantile Library were all among the largest libraries in the
country. Librarians of those nine institutions were nearly one-third of the
twenty-eight individuals who signed the call for a library conference in
1876, and that percentage would increase if one included the Astor Li-
brary. Yet only one of the librarians of those institutions ever occupied the
post of ALA president. Charles Ammi Cutter was a special case because of
his pioneering work in cataloging and as well because of the wealth and
collections of the Boston Athenaeum.
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It should also be noted that Cutter had spent his life in library work. So
had the only other non-public librarians to become president of the ALA
in its early years. If one excludes Melvil Dewey, the college or university
librarians who became president were William Isaac Fletcher of Amherst
and William Coolidge Lane of Harvard. They were closely identified with
librarianship. They were not academic librarians who had moved over to
library work from the professoriat, and they were active in library affairs.
Fletcher had served the ALA in various ways and just the year before his
election had started a program for instruction in librarianship at Amherst.
Lane was also active in the ALA, was a lecturer at the library school at
Columbia and later at Albany, and he was also president of the Massachu-
setts Library Club. In other words, the selection of ALA presidents showed
that public librarians were dominant.
Winsor was not just a public librarian. He was librarian of the public li-
brary, and what a public library it was. At 299,869 volumes, the Boston
Public Library was recorded as being only slightly smaller than the Library
of Congress with holdings at 300,000. Moreover, Winsor's Boston Public
Library was nearly twice as large as the next largest libraries-the Harvard
University Library, and the New York Mercantile Library. Its circulation
was recorded as being 758,493 volumes per year, the next largest being
the Chicago Public Library, at 403,356. 7
Winsor's long tenure as president of the ALA must also have something to
do with the fact that he looked and acted the part. He had a neatly trimmed
beard, and behind it was a man seemingly possessed of complete self-
confidence, so much so that he was able to share credit with others. In, for
example, his 1877 report as Superintendent of the Boston Public Library,
he mentions a number of staff, he refers twice in friendly terms to Dewey,
he acknowledges imitating Poole, and he acknowledges that the janitor
leads in seniority on the staff. He also publicly supported staff as a body.
This is from that 1877 report: "The skilled workers of the Library, though
their labors require a breadth of knowledge and an acumen of the critical
faculties ... are ... recompensed with salaries, which leave many of them
to eke out a support by labors that impair their energies for the morrow's
work. If the tax-payers of the city demand this sacrifice, the struggle must
go on, and the harness must gall while the goal is reached. There is too
much ambition to maintain the good name of the Library to allow any
spirit of indifference to abate the labors imposed."
One can tell that he wrote and spoke beautifully. He represented librar-
ians in such a way that he brought credit to librarianship. He appeared to
librarians to be a force in raising the status of librarianship.
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Winsor had also accomplished so much as head of the BPL. He was im-
mensely successful at the three tasks that lay at the heart of librarianship:
building collections, making them accessible through catalogs, and pro-
moting use. Winsor clearly did not consider the first a difficult task for, as
he said in the section "Library Memoranda" in the 1876 Report, "The
librarian of a great library largely escapes that choosing between books
necessarily imposed on those in charge of smaller collections."8 The Bos-
ton Public Library had long used European agents, and Winsor gave them
considerable latitude to select on their own, in part with the goal of speed-
ing up receipt of material. As for American books, trade publications were
apparently all supplied to the library so that it was possible to review them.
Winsor did face decisions regarding ephemera and government docu-
ments, and he thought through the issues. He strongly urged collecting
ephemera, arguing that "there is little that a hundred years will not en-
hance in value." In this, he was definitely a man of his time, for it is pos-
sible to find statement after statement from librarians urging that every-
thing printed be preserved. To collect government documents he urged
that a few great libraries in various regions institute a system of exchanges
and that the states pass legislation requiring local communities to deposit
copies of documents to the state libraries and to one other large library in
their region.
Selection was not problematic, but how to handle material after receipt
was. Winsor the organizer set up procedures so that the library could pro-
cess some 20,000 volumes a year, as opposed to 5,000 to 6,000, and with
more complete records readily available to the public. Winsor was not a
Charles Ammi Cutter or a Melvil Dewey, he did not innovate in classifying,
but he did so in another way-one aimed specifically to increase the cir-
culation of books, particularly of non-fiction. That was, of course, a pri-
mary goal of librarians. In that era of printed book catalogs that were used
by the public, Winsor added notes on content to the catalog for History,
Biography, and Travel in the circulating part of the collection. The result-
ing catalog was highly praised, and Winsor's notes were often incorpo-
rated into the catalogs of other libraries. In Quincy, Massachusetts, under
the editorial direction of Charles Francis Adams, Jr., a similar catalog was
prepared. Winsor claimed that the catalog was effective in that it increased
circulation of those materials.
Winsor would have gained the respect of other librarians because he had
no reluctance to get into the details. For instance, how should pamphlets
be handled? What kinds of bindings should be put on material? Should
covers of periodicals be bound in? To Winsor, such questions were so im-
portant that he wrote: "It cannot be too strongly impressed upon a
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librarian's notice that he should acquire something of an expert's knowl-
edge of the binder's art."9
Buildings were also important to Winsor, and he wrote about them in
reports and in the 1876 Department of Education Report.
In the third major area of librarianship, getting the books used, Winsor
turned his attention to matters other than the catalogs. His goal was to
circulate as many books as possible. In other words, to make the library as
broadly useful as possible. To accomplish this required his attention to
everything from the amount and type of fiction to buy, to the systems for
recording which books were out, to policies on registering new library
users, to keeping statistics, to making books accessible to the public physi-
cally and intellectually.
He did not claim to have originated branch libraries and what he called
"deliveries" or what a later generation would call "delivery stations," but
he advocated for them and eagerly employed them to increase the circu-
lation of books. He shortened the time the public had to wait for books to
be delivered. He declined to require the public to periodically register
again. That was a procedure that many libraries used but not Winsor. He
did not want registration to become a barrier to use, so he devised a sys-
tem that enabled him to have a "dead" file and a "quick" file. And he kept
statistics, statistics, statistics.
The statistics were crucial to Winsor, in that they gave him the data that he
could then analyze. To understand Winsor's role, it seems necessary to
keep in mind that this was what might be called the "heroic period of
librarianship," by which I mean that it was the period in which "best prac-
tice" was being established. This was especially so at the Boston Public
Library, for no institution had faced the task of running both a research
library (to use the modern term) and a circulating or popular library.
Moreover, the task was made more daunting by the size of the collection
and of the population served. Winsor was keenly aware that the practices
employed at the Boston Public Library might not be appropriate for other
libraries, and he stated this explicitly.10 It seems that he was generous of
his time when other librarians came to visit to see for themselves the prac-
tices of the BPL, and he clearly had a major hand in the writing of Free
Public Libraries; Suggestions on Their Foundation and Administration (Boston:
Published by the American Social Science Association, 1871). The first
edition of the book sold out so rapidly that a second revised edition was
produced. Note the word "suggestions" in the title." This was not a "guide,"
a "handbook," or a "manual." It was suggestions. At the same time that
this approach would have made him the ideal person to keep a new
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organization, namely the American Library Association, from splintering,
it has perhaps undercut Winsor's long-term influence. It may be that there
were two major approaches to librarianship at that time. One was to sys-
tematize, the other to think through each case based on the institution
and the populace it served. Winsor was definitely the latter.
Just as he saw each library as constituting a system whose parts had to work
together harmoniously, so did he see the library world as a community
whose members might be induced to cooperate. This could be on the
local level, as in calling upon libraries in a locale to share responsibility for
collection coverage. Or it could be on a wider level, for Winsor hoped that
libraries would cooperate to produce bibliographies and indexes.
When Winsor moved across the river to Harvard, he continued the major
emphases of his years at the BPL. Just as earlier, he above all pursued the
goal of making libraries as useful as possible. In his second annual report,
he wrote: "There should be no bar to the use of books but the rights of
others." His long attention to buildings evinced itself in his first report
(1878), as he wrote about plans for a new building. There are hints that
he hoped to be part of an effort to produce a universal catalog. He sought
more funds for publications by the library. There are even indications
that he hoped to introduce a program in education in librarianship at
Harvard. He also sought permission to enter into talks with the Massachu-
setts Historical Society (MHS) about them erecting their new building in
Harvard Yard. 12
Basically, he had a dream, which he expressed in his first annual report: "I
have at all times aimed to enlarge the Library's importance in the eyes of
our academic community. I wish to see it become, not merely in compli-
mentary phrase, the centre of the University system, but, in actual working,
indispensable and attractive to all."13 It is not clear what he meant by this,
but perhaps a clue is offered by his comments on a presentation at the
International Conference of Librarians held in London in October 1877: "I
hope to see All Souls' and Bodleyjoin forces to become an exemplar for the
world. There is no calculating the good capable of coming from a body of
educated fellows of an Oxford college devoting themselves to the science of
library management. It is a fortuitous and fortunate combination of forces
such as the world has never seen, and from its consummation I think we
may safely date a new departure and an elevating outcome." 4 That, too, is
not clear but, along with seeming to indicate that the library, in active part-
nership with the faculty, should be central to the mission of the university, it
suggests, from context, university instruction in librarianship.
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What does seem clear, even if not provable, is that Winsor was ultimately
disappointed at Harvard. He was able to start a publications program, but
it was always under the threat that financial support would be withdrawn.
And he did succeed in increasing library use by undergraduates. Yet, a
policy change such as admitting students to the stacks took a long time. It
was first mentioned as a desideratum in 1878 but not written about as
accomplished until 1880, and then referred to as having been carried out
on a "limited" basis. His attempts at centralizing and unifying the library
ultimately failed. His dream of a new building did not materialize, and
instead he had to devote much attention to makeshift measures, always
unsatisfying, to keep the library functioning. 15 There never was instruc-
tion in librarianship. The Harvard Corporation did not support approach-
ing the Massachusetts Historical Society.
Winsor was, moreover, not free to act within the Gore Hall Library. Shortly
after becoming librarian, he approached the Library Council (President
Charles William Eliot attended the monthly meetings), and sought autho-
rization to combine the Subject and "Author's" catalogs. One member of
the Council, Ezra Abbot, now a professor but two and a half decades ear-
lier the librarian who had set up the catalogs, opposed the change. (He
had lost his voice and had arranged for President Eliot to read his state-
ment of opposition.) For two more meetings the Council discussed the
proposal, and it seems that it was never carried out. This must have been
difficult for Winsor to bear, since he seems to have been accustomed to
thinking through an issue and then acting decisively. Winsor sought to
clarify rules concerning use of the library by non-Harvard people. Rules
were drawn up, and they were even printed, except for the fifth para-
graph. It permitted members of the faculty to grant library privileges to
others, and the omission was at the request of the Library Council. That
must have galled Winsor. Then, too, he had to put up with complaints, a
notable one being by William James, who had sought to have Winsor pur-
chase a duplicate that was basically for the use of a particular student. He
cannot have been pleased to have the Council itself reviewing which du-
plicate periodical subscriptions to cancel. He certainly cannot have rel-
ished doing battle with a member of the Library Council when he de-
clined to engage the services of someone recommended by the faculty
member.16
Winsor seems, then, to have been unable to act entrepreneurially. 17 His
freedom to make changes within the library was limited, and he had to




That the Harvard library could not engage his talents in the way that the
Boston Public Library did is, I think, why we have Winsor the "scholar" or,
perhaps better, Winsor the producing, publishing scholar. As noted at the
beginning, his scholarship-much of it, incidentally, being cooperative-
was carried out in the 1880s and 1890s.
At least three possibilities exist as to why Winsor had the time at Harvard to
undertake scholarly pursuits. One is that Winsor planned it that way-i.e.,
that the move to Harvard was to free up his time to pursue scholarly inter-
ests. I do not, however, find signs of that. In fact, he asked President Eliot
for more time to make a decision, expressing the hope that the trustees of
the Boston Public Library would work out appropriate salary arrangements.
Another possibility is that the job was not very large for a person of his
talents and method of operation, in effect, that he had time on his hands.
This is the position taken by Harvard President Charles William Eliot in a
memorial statement, though he inserted as well a sentence to the effect
that he and Winsor had an understanding:
Although Mr. Winsor's administration was absolutely diligent and
thorough, his knowledge of the whole subject was so comprehensive,
and his quickness in executive work was so great, that from his first
coming to the Library in 1877 he had much leisure, in spite of the fact
that he was harassed throughout his administration by the inadequacy
of Gore Hall, and was repeatedly obliged to invent and carry out
temporary makeshifts. This leisure he used with extraordinary diligence
for twenty years in historical research, editorship, and authorship. The
precious fruits of these congenial labors are well known to this Society.
It was understood in 1877, between the new Librarian and the President
of the Univesity, that such leisures he might get would be used in this
scholarly and serviceable way. The Harvard chronicler of this period
will probably remain in doubt whether the University then enjoyed
the services of a Librarian who was an historical scholar, or of an
historical scholar who was Librarian. ... 18
The third possibility is that Winsor's turn to scholarship was an adaptation
to the situation at Harvard-that he did in fact have time on his hands
given the constraints under which he operated and that much of the time
he did spend on the library was unsatisfying. To be sure, Winsor did make
improvements, and he surely must have managed the library efficiently. I
think, though, that he found in scholarship an outlet for talents that were
not fully employed in librarianship. From this redirection of energies, we
got Winsor the scholar-librarian, but we basically lost Winsor, the excep-
tionally creative scholarly librarian. 19
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and Henry R. Tedder, Librarian of the Atheneum Club. London: Printed at the Chiswick Press
by Charles Whittingham, 1878, p. 146.
5 Even President Charles William Eliot acknowledged this. See below a fuller quotation
from Eliot's memorial remarks in which he states that Winsor was "harassed throughout
his administration by the inadequacy of Gore Hall, and was repeatedly obliged to invent
and carry out temporary makeshifts."
16 These matters are mentioned in the manuscript Records of the Library Committee and
Council, 1859-1898 (UA III.50.10.150). A microfiche of the Records is available as 6-1-1
of The Harvard University Library: A Documentary History. Bethesda, MD: University Publi-
cations of America, 1990.
17 At least in one instance Winsor was unable to act entrepreneurially to secure cooperation
among the BPL, the Boston Athenaeum, and Harvard. A letter from Charles Ammi Cut-
ter of the Boston Athenaeum (September 11, 1878, HCL Letters, vol. 18, p. 12, in the
Harvard University Archives) makes it clear that Winsor had proposed joining the bulle-
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"Remarks on the Death ofJustin Winsor," Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 2
s. vol. 12, Boston, 1899, p. 34. Winsor's friend Horace Elisha Scudder, who probably knew
Winsor's feelings, equivocated in "Memoir ofJustin Winsor" (2 s. vol. 12, 1899, p. 476), by
using the double negative "not unlikely": "It is not unlikely that if he had remained at the
Public Library, he would have developed the line of historical work which now began to
occupy so much of his attention, but he would have been in danger of an ignorant suspi-
cion of negligence of his duty. It is hard for even a well-trained mind to hold the belief
that one man could be at once an efficient administrator of a great library and so close a
student, so learned a contributor to research, as Winsor proved himself to be. At Harvard
he would be judged at any rate by his peers, and it is quite certain that in permitting
himself to be drawn into large enterprises of a historical nature, Winsor was feeling the
impulse given to his mind by the important change which he made when he came to the
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ABSTRACT
Between 1876 and 1883, MelvilDewey worked as a Boston entrepreneur promoting
a variety of educational schemes that addressed the nation's library, metric, and
spelling reform interests. During that time he started and lost one business and
started another within weeks. In addition, he used his reform zeal to develop cred-
ibility with a number of associations he helped organize, then lost that credibility,
only to begin to rebuild it all over again. Throughout, he retained his boundless
energy, intense commitment, self-righteous arrogance, and irrepressible reform spirit.
He made many friends and many enemies. Most who came in contact with him,
however-whether superior, peer, or subordinate-quickly recognized him as aforce-
ful personality not easily swayed from goals he had set when he arrived in Boston on
April 10, 1876.
On that date, Melvil Dewey, a young entrepreneur with a passion for popu-
lar education, stepped off the train in Boston to begin what he called his
"life's work." For two years previous he had been Associate Librarian of
Amherst College, where he created his decimal classification. In Boston,
however, he had his sights set on bigger things.'
By May 5 he had negotiated an agreement with Ginn and Company, an
educational publishing firm with a manufacturing department that also
produced educational materials. In return for $2,000, Dewey agreed to
set up an all-purpose office with interests in spelling reform, adoption of
the metric system of weights and measures, and free public libraries. Dewey
promised Ginn 10 percent of the profits specific to sales of the bureau
metric materials and agreed to cover advertising, manufacturing costs,
and office rental at 13 Tremont Place.2
Not much money for such big plans, but Dewey was undeterred. Since he
had little money or personal collateral, he set up a system of business
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connections whose financial interests he interlinked through a series of
"bureaus" he was creating. For example, he arranged for Ginn to publish
J.P. Putnam's "Metric School Chart" and negotiated agreements with the
G. M. Eddy Tape and the Fairbanks Scales companies to supply him with
metric measuring devices. All the companies believed they were working
with Ginn; none were aware they were actually making arrangements with
a separate "bureau" using Ginn's sales network to market its products.3
At the same time, however, Dewey worked on library interests. In April he
discussed his plans for a libraryjournal with Boston Athenaeum Director
Charles Cutter, and in their conversation discovered Cutter had written
U.S. Commissioner of Education John Eaton about Dewey's new decimal
classification. Cutter knew Eaton was planning a major report on U.S.
public libraries as part of the nation's 1876 centennial celebration, and
because Dewey's scheme was "one of the most important contributions to
library economy that has been made for many years," Cutter told Eaton,
the report "would be very incomplete without some account of it." Sev-
eral days later, the bureau asked Dewey for "a list of my library system."
Before replying, however, Dewey pushed Cutter on the subject of a library
journal. Together they agreed to "try for a place for the journal in the
library volume." Dewey then wrote Eaton directly, asking for "sympathy in
the library project."4
On May 16 Dewey left for NewYork on the overnight boat from Boston for
an American Metrological Society (AMS) meeting. He arrived at 7:00 A.M.
and, since he was not obligated until that afternoon, decided to visit Pub-
lishers Weekly (PW). There he found editor Frederick Leypoldt and Associ-
ate Editor Richard R. Bowker. His intentions were clear. He wanted to
alert PW to his plans for a journal and for a bureau that would market
library supplies. Leypoldt said he was especially interested in the former,
but also told him about a forthcoming PWeditorial suggesting librarians
meet in Philadelphia during the nation's centennial. Dewey loved the idea,
and together the three men quickly drafted a "preliminary call" for a con-
ference of librarians on August 15. Leypoldt forwarded copies to several
Boston librarians.5
At 4:00 P.M. Dewey went to Columbia College to attend the AMS meeting
and was promptly elected to its council. While there, he described his
arrangements with Ginn to market metric devices through an American
Metric Bureau (AMB). When Dewey returned to PWoffices the next morn-
ing, Leypoldt said he was not interested in a "bureau" of library supplies,
but wanted to own and distribute a library journal from New York. He
then asked Dewey to become its Managing Editor and run it from Boston.
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Except for rent, Leypoldt said, he would cover all of Dewey's office ex-
penses incurred for the journal and pay Dewey $500 a year for his work
plus 20% of the journal's gross receipts. Dewey quickly accepted. 6
An active May andJune were only a prelude to an even more hecticJuly and
August, when Dewey's specific plans for his education reform interests took
shape. By that time, he had determined to establish "bureaus" for the manu-
facture and sale of library, metric, and spelling reform supplies (he helped
organize the Spelling Reform Association [SRA] in August), and to man-
age all these interests from his Boston office. To fund them, he linked the
accounts for each into a single set of books thus allowing him to extend his
limited financial base by shifting funds from one account to another as he
deemed necessary. Most business contemporaries would havejudged Dewey's
methods irresponsible, but to an irrepressible reformer shunning personal
gain and intensely committed to education of the masses, their use seemed
warranted. For Dewey, the ends justified the means. And, to gain those
ends, Dewey worked long hours, lived very frugally, and rolled back into his
ventures almost all the money he earned.
The prospectus for a libraryjournal that Dewey drafted for the Bureau of
Education is illuminating for what Dewey hoped to accomplish as its Man-
aging Editor. "The science of library management, and particularly that
part of it which relates to the elevation of the tastes of readers, is yet but in
its infancy," he said. The journal would accelerate the growth of that sci-
ence in special ways. First, the journal would become a "medium of com-
munication" so librarians could learn from each other's experiences. Sec-
ond, emphasis would be not so much on identifying quality books as on
methods for getting those books read. Third, thejournal would also facili-
tate "early completion" of a new edition of Poole's Index to Periodical Litera-
ture (compiled by W. F. Poole as a Yale student in the 1840s) and effect "a
national organization" dedicated to "bringing the libraries into intimate
relations." Finally, Dewey forecast a library "bureau" that would "serve as a
guide in selecting the best forms of the various library supplies." The "bu-
reau" would also explore printing titles of new books "in such a way that
they can be used for the catalogues of all libraries." Although these could
be distributed to subscribing libraries at "slight expense," they would in-
evitably lead to "an immense saving of time" because each title would be
cataloged only once. In effect, Dewey had turned a prospectus for a li-
braryjournal into an outline for a library association and a library bureau,
all three of which he believed would facilitate the development of uni-
form systems and increase efficiency.7
At 10:15 A.M. on October 4, 1876, Boston Public Library Director Justin
Winsor called the librarians' conference to order at the Historical Society
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of Pennsylvania. Before the end of the conference a committee on per-
manent organization reported a preamble to a still unwritten constitu-
tion. "For the purpose of promoting the library interests of the country,
and of increasing reciprocity of intelligence and goodwill among librar-
ians and all interested in library economy and bibliographic studies," the
preamble stated, "the undersigned form themselves into a body to be
known as the AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION." Dewey signed first.
At 25, Dewey was different from other ALA leaders. While he certainly
shared their belief in the power of reading and the educational mission of
the library, he was convinced that the best way to maximize the library's
potential was to create relatively uniform collections of quality materials
and increase service efficiency by standardizing internal library procedures
with common forms, appliances, and rules and systems of arrangement.
Throughout the conference, Dewey was the only prominent participant
to focus on small public libraries which, he realized, stood to gain most
from standardization and systematization. Small public libraries, he be-
lieved, had the greatest potential to meet the educational needs of "chil-
dren of the lower classes" beyond elementary school.
By October 1876, Dewey had moved his offices to more spacious quarters
at 1 Tremont Place, where he continued to make every effort to tie to-
gether all his reform interests. There he not only served as American Metric
Bureau manager, but also as SRA secretary and editor of its publications,
ALA secretary-treasurer, and LibraryJournalmanaging editor. To AMB mem-
bers he later wrote: "Every practical labor or money-saving device has
been employed to make the most of our limited efforts and means." Of-
fice equipment, he said, included duplicating machines, an electric pen,
and a typewriter. Office material included forty-five different circulars,
thirty bulletins, and hundreds of preprinted postcards used to respond to
common inquiries. Dewey did not mention that this equipment was also
being used for ALA and SRA and for both theirjournals.8
Although Dewey continued his duties as Library Journal managing editor,
things were not going well; Library Journal lost $1,100 its first year of op-
eration. By late 1878 Bowker decided to cut expenses by moving the
journal's business management to New York. Dewey reacted sharply. On
January 8, 1879, he threatened to start an "opposition journal" with the
help of "leading men of ALA" from Boston unless thejournal's publishers
gave him a more favorable contract. Bowker bristled. Library Journal could
not continue to duplicate expenses at Dewey's Boston office for services
which could just as easily be covered at Bowker's New York office, he said
and, if Dewey persisted, he would show Cutter and Winsor Dewey's Janu-
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ary 8 letter. Bowker realized Dewey was using his ties with ALA to press
Library Journal into keeping its business management in Boston. What he
did not realize, however, was how closely Dewey had tied all of his reform
interests to his Boston office, how tenuously the whole structure balanced
on money Dewey had interlinked into a single account, and how threat-
ened that structure became when any one component was removed.9
The incident demonstrates a set of circumstances that for years had a
significant impact on ALA. Since October 1876, Dewey had served as the
link between ALA and Library Journal. On the one hand, he used the
journal's columns as a way to keep his ideas of an expanded library coop-
eration and efficiency that would benefit from a library bureau before the
eyes of the nation's library community. He also used its advertising sec-
tions to market American Metric Bureau and Spelling Reform Association
products, but instead of paying for that space, he "traded" it with advertis-
ing space in the Metric and SRA Bulletins. No money exchanged hands; the
value of the trades occurred entirely in the columns of Dewey's account
books. That spelling reformers and metric reform advocates might not be
the most promising market for Library Journal subscriptions did not seem
to bother Dewey; in his mind all these activities were part of a large game
plan he ran from his "bureaus" in Boston. And since he was not after
material gain, he could not fathom how some people might consider his
motives suspect. Still Dewey had no reservations about harnessing his ALA
ties to evoke a better deal with Library Journal, and using that money to
support the empire he was trying to piece together in Boston.10
In March 1879, Dewey decided to reorganize his interests and coordinate
all of his bureaus into a new organization-the Readers and Writers
Economy Company (RWEC). Dewey served as manager of the company
and owned $10,000 of the $25,000 worth of stock. An agreement he drafted
with fellow investor Frederick Jackson called upon both parties to "loan"
all dividends and salary back to the company at 8 percent interest, and
specified that all receipts from ALA, AMB, SRA, and LJ "be shared equally
with Jackson by direct payment" into the RWEC treasury. Jackson was
guaranteed a salary of at least $1,500 per year as treasurer, and Dewey
agreed to take no more "than $3,500 per year including all commissions
on subscriptions and advertising for the LibraryJournal."1 So far as is known,
neither Dewey nor Jackson ever informed other affected parties about
these arrangements.
Business grew rapidly. By May Dewey had moved to larger quarters at 32
Hawley Street and by June had removed partitions between rooms 6, 7,
and 8 to create one big Economy Company office to accommodate all his
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reform interests. December 10, 1879, was a significant day. On his 28th
birthday he officially changed the spelling of his name to "Dui" and incor-
porated SRA in Connecticut and ALA in Massachusetts. He also incorpo-
rated the RWEC as a joint stock company, assumed the position of presi-
dent, and capitalized it at $100,000 by dividing 4,000 shares at $25 each.
Dui claimed RWEC as sole manufacturers of 400 "improved devices for
desk, study, and library" designed "to save time, money and labor."12
His relationship with Library Journal, however, continued to deteriorate.
InJune 1880, Bowker got Leypoldt to agree to suspend publication of the
journal and consolidate it with Publisher's Weekly. When Leypoldt made the
announcement, however, the library community deluged him with pro-
tests and forced him to recant. Bowker was angry and suspected Dui had
been instrumental in the campaign. Not so, Leypoldt wrote, "Dui had no
hand in this." Leypoldt's wife was less charitable. "I never believed in the
Library Journal, because I knew it would not pay and I thought Dewey about
as miserable a specimen of a gabbling idiot as I had ever beheld."' 3
On October 11, 1880, however, Dui's problems increased. That day sev-
eral RWEC stockholders who had been scrutinizing company books vis-
ited a local judge to ask for an injunction against Dui. In their complaint
they noted Dui credited himself for 2,684 shares of RWEC stock but did
not have the capital to back it up. They told thejudge they were forced to
ask for an injunction because Dui's majority control would allow him to
block any move against his control of the corporation, and they needed
an independent audit to decipher RWEC books. Until that audit was com-
plete, they argued, Dui ought to be denied access to RWEC accounts and
prevented from incurring any debts. The judge agreed and granted the
injunction. That afternoon, at a regularly scheduled RWEC directors meet-
ing, stockholders surprised Dui by serving him with the injunction. Dui
was caught off guard and insulted at finding his motives were considered
suspect. He felt no choice but to resign as president and director of RWEC,
both of which were unanimously accepted. At the same time, RWEC trust-
ees directed their lawyer to open any mail addressed to Dui that came
"through our box." They knew orders and correspondence concerning
the company's products were just as likely to be addressed to Dui person-
ally or to Dui as secretary of the ALA, AMB, or SRA.' 4
Reaction from members of the associations and organizations whose trea-
suries were now frozen because Dewey had consolidated them all into
RWEC accounts was understandably negative. For example, Frederick
Leypoldt responded to the news by writing Dewey that "your peculiar way
of doing business has cost this office more in time than all that you claim
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could amount to." At the end of the contract year, he said, Dui would be
dropped as Library Journal editor. ALA moved just as quickly. When Dui
did not appear at an ALA Executive Board meeting December 5, the board
accepted a resignation he had not tendered and empowered another of-
ficer to take control of ALA funds and books. Dui protested but to no
avail. "We argue to no purpose," ALA President Winsor replied.15
The arbitration process was contentious, but Dui finally settled with the
Readers and Writers Economy Company onJanuary 10, 1881. For his part
Dui agreed to clear all claims against RWEC from the business associates
and professional organizations he represented. For its part, the RWEC
agreed to return all personal property to Dui and "the three societies in
Dui's charge," to transfer "all its rights & title to any good will, patronage,
or influence" of the SRA, AMB, and ALA "or the supply departments per-
taining to each," and to sell to Dui at cost any articles owned by RWEC
connected with these organizations and departments. The settlement
showed no clear winners or losers. The RWEC's major goal was to rid the
company of Dui and "his clogging business complications." Dui realized
assets totaling $19,000, but he received nothing for the business nor any
compensation for the work he had put into it.16
Dui lost no time in founding a new business. He used most of the cash
realized from the settlement to pay debts to the ALA, SRA, and AMB trea-
sury and to creditors with claims against him as RWEC president. With
money realized from paid-up stock that he pledged as security, he was
back in business at 32 Hawley Street. It was from that address he sent out
a four-page circular on March 20 announcing his new arrangement. On
page four he informed readers of the significant personal sacrifice he was
making on behalf of each of these societies, and he called upon members
of each to increase orders to his supply departments. "All Metric articles
will be sold as before under the name METRIC BUREAU." The "Library
Supplies Department," on the other hand, "will go under the name LI-
BRARY BUREAU." He told readers he had secured four regular and three
special assistants, and invited everyone to visit him at his "old offices.""17
For the next two years, Dui devoted himself to the Library Bureau. R.G.
Dun & Company, which compiled credit reports on American businesses
between the 1840s and 1880s, described Dui in 1881 as "a sanguine well-
meaning man, full of little schemes for economizing the time and labor of
librarians & literary men" who had "no capacity for bus. affairs and no
means worth mentioning."
Despite a lack of capital, however, Dui persisted. On May 31, 1881, he
incorporated the "Library and Metric Bureau" in the State of Massachusetts
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and continued to promote his educational reform schemes. In 1882, for
example, Wellesley hired him as a Library Bureau consultant to reclassify
its collections. Dui used the opportunity to expand his original decimal
scheme, and he trained several Wellesley Class of 1883 members to imple-
ment the changes. By the time he had completed his consultation, he had
already determined the substantive changes and new headings for a sec-
ond edition.18
For Melvil Dui, the years in Boston between 1876 and 1883 had been highly
productive and highly tumultuous; they were also gratifying and painful.
He started and lost one business and started another like it within weeks.
He used his reform zeal to develop credibility with a number of associa-
tions he helped organize, then lost that credibility, then began to rebuild
it all over again. Throughout he retained his boundless energy, intense
commitment, self-righteous arrogance, and irrepressible reform spirit. He
made many friends and many enemies. Most who came in contact with
him, however-whether superior, peer, or subordinate-quickly recognized
him as a forceful personality not easily swayed from the goals he had when
he stepped off that train in Boston on April 10, 1876.
But in 1883 Dui was also "open to some engagement where I think I can
do good work." On May 7 he found it. On that day he decided to return
to his home state of New York by accepting an offer to become Chief
Librarian of Columbia College. He saw it as a good opportunity to de-
velop, implement, and ultimately demonstrate the value of most of the
library reforms (and some of the metric and spelling reforms) he had
been pushing for nearly ten years. And, sometime that month, at the
request of one of his new employers who was critical of "eccentricity [in]
the spelling of his name," he officially changed it back to Dewey.19
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HERBERT PUTNAM AND THE BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
Jane Aikin
ABSTRACT
Herbert Putnam was librarian of the Boston Public Library between February 1895 and
April 1899, the first experienced librarian to hold that post since Charles CoffinJewett
(1855-68). This article reviews the circumstances surrounding his appointment and
discusses his accomplishments, including expansion of the library system, servicesfor
scholars, services to schools, the addition of new departments, and a new staff classifi-
cation and promotion system. The physical problems of the library's new building and
the resulting renovation are also addressed.
Herbert Putnam's most notable accomplishments are generally traced to
his tenure as Librarian of Congress (April 1899-July 1939). Those accom-
plishments nevertheless built upon his considerable administrative expe-
rience in public libraries, several years in the practice of law, and close ties
to the Putnam publishing house. As the sixth son of George Palmer Putnam,
Herbert Putnam was only eleven when three of his elder brothers took over
the Putnam publishing house. His work lay elsewhere. After graduating
from Harvard in 1883, he attended law school at Columbia but soon became
intrigued with library administration. Between 1884 and 1891 he was in
Minneapolis, Minnesota-first as librarian of the Athenaeum, an endowed
private subscription library, and later as director of the city's new public
library, when the two positions were united. From 1892 to 1895 he practiced
law in Boston. Early in 1895,just as the Boston Public Library moved into its
new building on Copley Square, its Board of Trustees invited him to be-
come librarian.
From the beginning of his library career, Putnam never held any post other
than that of director, and he made every important decision (and the less
important ones as well) at every institution he served. As a novice, Putnam
seems to have modeled his policies at least partly onJustin Winsor's admin-
istration of the Boston Public Library.' But it is important to take note of his
work in Minneapolis because it prepared him so well for the later posts in
_ __ __
Boston and Washington, D.C. He planned the Minneapolis Public Library
building, hired its first staff, established its first branch libraries, and insti-
tuted its work with teachers and schools. Also in Minneapolis, he installed
modern systems of charging books and of cataloging and classifying, and
most important, he placed collections of books on open shelves where read-
ers could readily use them.2 However, Putnam's service in Minneapolis
ended abruptly when his wife's mother became seriously ill. Resigning his
position, he moved his family to Boston to be near her, electing to practice
law rather than obtain a library position.
Meanwhile, the Boston Public Library had lost its one-time eminence. Walter
Muir Whitehill, the historian of that library, declared that when Justin Winsor
"crossed the Charles River to Cambridge in September 1877, the Boston
Public Library wandered into a wilderness from which it did not emerge for
eighteen years." 3 The trustees soon named a new librarian, Judge Mellen
Chamberlain, formerly of the Boston Municipal Court. However, Chamber-
lain, by his own account, found the library "running itself' quite well as
Winsor had left it. In fact, the trustees became the chief administrators of
the institution during his tenure. When Chamberlain retired in 1890, the
Board, after much discussion, appointed Theodore Frelinghuysen Dwight,
former librarian of the Department of State and archivist of the Adams
family archives. Nevertheless, they undercut his authority by designating a
subordinate, Louis F. Gray, as clerk of the corporation. Dwight left the li-
brary after only eighteen months' service. 4
The Boston trustees' preference for managing the library themselves an-
noyed leaders of the rapidly growing library profession, and at a dinner
given by Boston publishers and printers on September 19, 1890, for visiting
members of the American Library Association, William Frederick Poole did
not allow politeness to forestall criticism. A specialist in library architecture
and librarian of Chicago's Newberry Library, Poole complained at length in
his after-dinner remarks about the impracticality of the plans for Boston's
palatial new Florentine Renaissance building and about the fact that librar-
ians had not been consulted about its design. His speech provoked a heated
response by Samuel A. B. Abbott, president of the Board of Trustees, which
appeared in Boston newspapers. But the editors of Library Journal and the
Nation defended Poole, widely publicizing the small esteem of the profes-
sion for the second largest library in the nation.5 Two years later, another
library leader, Charles Soule, published a series of letters in the Boston Her-
ald that scathingly accused the board of mismanagement, of ignoring the
needs of the public and the schools, and of perpetuating "cultural exclu-
siveness" while disdaining modern library administration. 6 His criticism
must have carried significant weight: as a trustee of the Brookline, Massa-
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chusetts, Public Library, Soule was both well informed about the Boston
library problems and well respected by the library profession.
Putnam had arrived in Boston when the Herald published Soule's letters,
and he was probably aware of the controversy. But he carried out his plan to
practice law, refusing an 1893 invitation to become librarian of Brown Uni-
versity. With the new library building scheduled to open in February 1895,
however, the profession again tried to exercise its influence in Boston:
Caleb B. Tillinghast, librarian of the Massachusetts State Library, wrote to
board member Josiah H. Benton,Jr., recommending thirty-three-year-old
Herbert Putnam as the best possible candidate for librarian. Describing
the young lawyer as "live, progressive and industrious" with "the energy and
nerve that could ensure success," Tillinghast clearly conveyed the assur-
ance that by appointing Putnam the trustees might be able to restore Boston
Public to leadership status in the library world. 7 Members of the library
board in Minneapolis also wrote on his behalf-e.g., University of Minne-
sota President Cyrus Northrop and Samuel Hill, president of the Minne-
apolis Trust Company. Among other testimonials, they noted that Harvard
President Charles Eliot had described Putnam as one of the three best
librarians in the country. Coincidentally, with the new library completed,
Abbott planned to retire from the board, and three other members had
recently resigned. By early February, the board had a majority of new mem-
bers, and Abbott joined them to elect Putnam as librarian.8
When Herbert Putnam walked up the steps to take charge on February 11,
1895, a unique opportunity lay before him. The Boston Public Library, "the
oldest of large American public libraries" now had the "first great munici-
pal library building in the country." Its collection of over 600,000 volumes
ranked second in size only to the Library of Congress, and in quality the
Boston collection was arguably superior, since it boasted numerous gifts of
not only rare and unusual material but entire special collections. Putnam's
task was to convince the board to allow him to bring modern professional
administration to the library. And with the supreme self-confidence that he
habitually displayed, he moved quickly.9 After three months, the trustees
named him clerk of the corporation, providing him admission to their mee.t-
ings, and the board's minutes soon began to include the phrase "referred
to the Librarian, with power to act."'0 Within the year, the trustees publicly
declared that the responsibility for meeting "the just wants of the public"
must belong to the librarian, and they codified that statement in their by-
laws." The board still had to approve any changes Putnam wanted to make,
and any titles he wanted to add; the librarian had to submit weekly and
monthly written reports, and each year the board appointed an examining
committee to evaluate the institution. But both the board and successive
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examining committees clearly held the librarian's recommendations in great
esteem. As Putnam's contribution to the Annual Report became longer each
year, the board's and examiners' reportsjust as punctually shrank.
A month after Putnam took charge, he installed a new system of graded
service under which both appointments to the library staff and promotion
from grade to grade would be achieved through examination. There were
five grades, each with a minimum and maximum salary and, after reaching
the highest salary within a grade, employees could apply for promotion,
which depended on both the examination results and the excellence of his
or her previous service. The system created, the librarian observed, "both
hope and despondency" among the staff since it favored the enterprising
and the accomplished over the less educated and less energetic. 2 A series
of new appointments followed, making it evident that Putnam would select
his staff with care. Perhaps most interesting is the fact that women, whose
appointment to major administrative posts was not necessarily accepted in
the profession, filled important positions-for example, auditor and the
key posts of chief of the Ordering Department and chief of the Issue De-
partment.13
Putnam set high standards for library service. Entirely characteristic of his
ideas was an early request to readers to report their difficulties. For ex-
ample, since the book delivery system proved deficient, he posted a notice
asking users to wait fifteen minutes and then notify the staff of the delay.
"Such a complaint will not be deemed an intrusive grievance, but a service,"
it read. Likewise, he asked the staff to keep careful records of unfilled
requests and to tabulate the reasons for failure so that deficiencies could be
remedied. Staff members should assist users to the extent of their ability,
but also "see to it that every . . person having complaint or grievance,
whetherjust or unjust, or unable to get the material he desires in the ordi-
nary course" be sent to the librarian's office to discuss the matter privately
with Putnam himself. Given his insistence on unfailing courtesy, the spirit
of what the 1895 examining committee called "gracious helpfulness" quickly
became a Boston Public Library norm. 14
A notable event of Putnam's first year in Boston was the opening of "The
Juvenile Room," probably the first room devoted to service for children in
any of the large public libraries in this country.15 He also had a Selected List for
Younger Readers compiled as a common listing of the open shelf collections
he had begun to purchase for the central library and all nine branch librar-
ies. Cooperation with the schools, a persistent theme of his work in Minne-
apolis, soon appeared in Boston, encouraged by enhancing borrowing privi-
leges for teachers, by locating library delivery stations in several public
schools, by providing topical lists of books for students' research and gen-
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eral reading, by sending collections of reproductions of art works and pho-
tos to the branches, and by welcoming classes to the library.1 6 Other impor-
tant expansions in service occurred with the opening of a new branch li-
brary, the extension of evening hours from nine to ten o'clock, and opening
the library on Sundays for the first time. The examining committee ex-
pressed satisfaction with Putnam's administration in their year-end report
and, in an editorial of April 6, 1896, the Boston Herald commented that the
librarian had not "lost himself in the routine work of library management"
but had "risen to the conception of what the Public Library should be to the
people of Boston." 17
The ensuing years saw major development of the system of branch libraries
begun byJustin Winsor.'8 To bring the branches closer to the central library,
in 1896 Putnam created the position of Supervisor of Branches and Stations
"to unify the outlying system, to strengthen the collection of books, to im-
prove the equipment, and to introduce uniform and modern methods of
administration." 19 The supervisor scheduled regular meetings for branch
personnel with the central library staff, attendance at library professional
meetings, and inter-branch visits. Other developments revealed Putnam's
interest in both standardization and equity among branches. Both the
children's section and the open shelf system were introduced in the
branches; new collections of reference books were purchased for them; and
topical collections of book were sent to them when teachers requested re-
sources. To simplify branch operations, to save space, and to increase effi-
ciency, the librarian moved all cataloging to the central library, and he or-
dered a reclassification of all branch collections to a common system, a
project that began in 1898.
The smallest units of the system, delivery stations, were in 1895 "no more
than a desk in a shop" whose proprietor received $250 per year for sending
in requests for books to the central library and distributing them to request-
ers. But with a circulation of less than 5,000 volumes a year, the stations were
not cost-effective. Putnam decided to reduce the unit cost by increasing
circulation. He asked the proprietors each to set aside a separate room in
which a 300- to 500-volume collection, table, and chairs were installed, prom-
ising in return compensation based on the number of volumes circulated
per month. 20 As a result of this incentive system, circulation in deposit
stations more than doubled, and new delivery wagons conspicuously la-
beled "Boston Public Library," which transported books among all the li-
braries daily, also periodically rotated the delivery station collections.
Convinced that the library got more out of the new arrangement because it
was to the proprietor's advantage to make the space attractive, advertise the
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collection, and provide service, Putnam did admit one disadvantage: the
users, and consequently the proprietors, constantly clamored for more fic-
tion. With the proportion of fiction to nonfiction in library branches and
stations maintained at a little more than three-fifths fiction, such demands
conflicted with Putnam's objective of raising "the character of the reading
by rendering locally accessible in these collections books of a serious na-
ture which might be examined without formality and drawn without delay."
The first superintendent of branches, Hiller Wellman, nevertheless advo-
cated allowing some books that lacked literary merit, "as stepping-stones to
better reading," and he once admitted to a "systematic endeavor to avoid
respectable dulness."" Wellman considered lowering the rate of compen-
sation (which on February 1, 1898 was $12 for the first 300 books and two
cents for each additional volume) for circulating fiction but, for unstated
reasons, found that solution impractical. Putnam's remedy was to provide
more guidance for readers, and by 1899 five of the stations had become
"reading rooms," each with a library employee in charge and with enriched
collections that included reference books and periodicals.22
Expanding the number of delivery stations annually greatly increased ac-
cess to the library's resources, but Putnam and Wellman also added small
groups, at first of 25 and later of 50 books, for rotating deposit in public
buildings. By the end of Putnam's tenure, the number of branches had
increased by only one, but there were five reading rooms and thirteen deliv-
ery stations. Twenty-two fire stations received books regularly, as did one
post office, four public schools, and five specialized schools. Readership
expanded amazingly. OnJanuary 1, 1895, the library had 29,871 card hold-
ers, but that number increased by the thousands annually until, on February
1, 1899, there were 72,005 card holders-a 141 percent increase. Circula-
tion had climbed from 279,494 volumes circulated from the central library
to 422,849, while branch library book use rose from 567,827 to 822,993.23
The deposit collection of 8,000 books, segmented to rotate constantly among
48 different locations, recorded more than 150,000 circulations in 1898.
One important weakness of the branches and deposit stations in 1895 was
that nearly half the requests users sent to the Central Library were for books
that the library did not own, at least partly because there was no printed list
of library holdings for them to consult.24 In 1896, Putnam established the
position of Editor of Library Publications and replaced the quarterly Boston
Public Library Bulletin, which cost 25 cents, with a free Monthly Bulletin of
current accessions and selected topical lists. He also began a selected An-
nual List of new books and issued subject bibliographies-all printed on
the library's new linotype machine, while a second machine, especially
adapted by the manufacturer to print diacritical marks, produced printed
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catalog cards. The linotype also provided all the library's stationery, call
slips, signs, and other needed items, and linotype slugs were stored, for
example, from the Bulletin so that they could be used later to print the
Annual List. The adaptation of the linotype to catalog cards, a pioneering
application, awakened such wide interest among librarians that the library's
printing operation became the subject of an exhibit at the 1898 Interna-
tional Conference of Librarians in London.2 5
Also in 1896, the librarian began creating special services for researchers
and scholars. He established an interlibrary loan service and advertised the
availability of a public stenographer to search for and supply materials from
the collections to researchers and institutions at a distance and a "photo-
graph room" in which copies might be made of manuscripts, plates, or
other material. A union list of periodicals held by Boston libraries appeared
in 1897. 26 Lectures and exhibitions began to be scheduled, held on the
upper floor reserved for the specialized collections and departments and
drawing on their resources. By the end of 1898, based on his experience of
organizing a Department of Periodicals and Public Documents in Minne-
apolis, and using as a core collection the recently donated library of the
American Statistical Association, the librarian had set up a new Department
of Documents and Statistics with Worthington Chauncey Ford, the former
Chief of the U. S. Treasury Department's Bureau of Statistics, in charge.
The new building caused Putnam's greatest administrative difficulties.
Some of these occurred because of the expanded scale of operations: the
old library had accommodated up to 250 readers, but the new one could
hold nearly 900; the cost of coal more than tripled; cleaning costs went up
133 percent; and the engineering, janitorial, and repair staff increased
from four to sixteen, including a painter and a "marble polisher." Other
difficulties were traceable to design problems-for example, because the
three main stack areas were not connected, processing call-slips required
eight employees instead of three, and the Issue Department required 43
staff members where 20 had previously sufficed. The trustees had requested
a $215,000 annual appropriation for the new library, but the city provided
only $175,000. Thus some library departments could not be opened until
late in 1895, furniture needs went unmet, book purchasing ceased for a
brief period, salaries were decreased, some staff terminated, and the library
closed early to save on expenses.
Still other problems appeared as the staff discovered more physical defects.
The power plant was not large enough to run the lighting and the ventila-
tion systems, but the engines were noisy enough to annoy readers in the
periodical room above. The basement was too damp to allow the planned
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storage of periodicals and newspapers. The architect had provided for a
single passenger elevator but no service elevator; lighting was too dim in
several reading rooms; and the ornate walls lacked clocks. As the issue desk
employees accepted call slips from patrons, they discovered that the slips
were apt to drop out of the containers and remain lost in the pneumatic
tube system. The book railway repeatedly broke down. Transporting over-
sized books by the book elevators proved impossible without delay and dam-
age, with the result that the collections of architecture, fine art, technical
arts, and music all had to be moved to the Special Libraries floor. The cards
in the card catalog had been punched to fit the rods, but many shelf num-
bers were punched out in the process, making it impossible for users to
record them correctly. Yet, despite the many problems, the number of users
surpassed all expectations: the newspaper and periodical rooms, the
Juvenile's Room, and even Bates Hall, the vast general reading room, were
all constantly crowded.
Since it was evident that extensive changes would have to be made, by 1898
the trustees obtained authorizing legislation and an act of the city council
that provided a special appropriation of $100,000 for doubling the size of
theJuvenile's Room and the Ordering Department, moving the Newspaper
Room and returning that space to its intended use as a lecture hall, build-
ing library administrative offices and adding the old office space to the
Delivery Room where improved tubes and carriers provided complete in-
tercommunication for the first time among the three stack areas. 2 A new
Branch Division office, offices for the editor, and the chiefs of the Issue and
Ordering Departments, and space for a staff lunchroom and locker rooms
were laid out. Rooms were constructed for the chiefjanitor, the custodian of
library supplies, and for sorting collection duplicates. Workmen installed
two additional elevators. Putnam dryly noted that "in the case of the heating
and ventilating system, the total work actually done has exceeded by a hun-
dred per cent the work originally planned," but the extent of the frustration
of trustees, staff, and users became even more obvious when he commented
that only the "most embarrassing difficulties have been overcome, and the
most pressing needs of the moment have been met."28
Characteristically, on the very next page of Putnam's 1898 report, he turned
to a review of the needs of the branch libraries, terming them "ill-propor-
tioned to existing needs" and condemning one branch located "in a neigh-
borhood tending to demoralize its readers," as "meagre, ill-ventilated, in-
convenient and uninviting." Estimating the cost of essential alterations
systemwide at $500,000, and echoing several years' worth of complaints
from the Examining Committee, he added that: "A supreme advantage
would be the application of such a sum all at once under a general scheme
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of improvement." But while the city appropriation had grown to $245,000 by
1899, the loss of income from fines and from the sale of the old library
building (the rental of which had enhanced the library's budget), while
staff and maintenance costs increased meant that the book budget showed
an actual decrease. 29
In early 1899, President William McKinley asked Putnam to become Librar-
ian of Congress. His work in Boston had greatly enhanced his professional
reputation: he was one of a group of American Library Association (ALA)
leaders testifying before a Congressional committee in 1896 regarding the
status and role of the Library of Congress, and he had been elected presi-
dent of the ALA in 1898, succeeding the deceased Justin Winsor. Putnam
resigned his Boston position reluctantly, for the Library of Congress salary
was less and its political demands were far more intense. Certainly the
challenges were both larger and different than those he faced in Boston.
The call to the national library, with the prospect of extending library ser-
vices-on not only the federal level but to every library in the land, would
require not only his managerial and legal expertise but also the ability to
gain and retain support for the library's role as a national institution.3 0 Send-
ing his resignation to the trustees on March 18, 1899, Putnam received
their gratitude for "the harmonious and helpful relations between the li-
brarian and the trustees from the day he accepted office; the remarkable
administrative qualities he has shown-in directing the alterations ... in
increasing to so large a degree the interest the public takes in the library,
until today it has a larger constituency than any other-in instituting so
successfully the work of the public library in connection with the public
schools-and in making the public realize that this institution created and
supported by it, really belongs to it, and needs its ever-enlarging patronage
and generosity."31
These were significant accomplishments. But among the lessons learned
in Minneapolis and Boston, perhaps the one that would most affect Putnam's
Library of Congress service was his recognition of the value of allying private
wealth with public institutions. In Minneapolis, the Athanaeum's well-es-
tablished support and excellent collections provided a cultural foundation
for the public library's newer collection. And in Boston the rich special
collections-among them the Ticknor collection of Spanish literature, the
Bowditch collection of mathematics, the Lewis collection of early printed
books on America, the Allen A. Brown music library, and the Chamberlain
collection of autographs-provided the distinction of fine research hold-
ings to a municipal institution. Endowed libraries, identified by name with
the original donor, Putnam observed, sooner or later would lack the neces-
sary funds for administration while public institutions funded on an ongoing
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basis could freely invite benefactors to share the honors of association with
their work.32 He was exceptionally fortunate to enjoy such associations in
Boston, for it would take fully a quarter century of his hard work before the
Library of Congress equaled the Boston Public Library in either splendor of
collections or munificence of donors.
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